It's all in the journey...

LEAN ISER PRODUCTION
An Agile Presentation

Engineered by Danny Pittaway & Aeron Zentner
WHERE ARE YOU?

Use your Phone

PollEv.com/aeronzentner304
ARCHITECTURE ACTIVATION AWARENESS

- Assembling Teams
- Creating a Timeline
- Guiding the Work
- Tools to do the Work
- Doing the Work
- Strengthening College Culture
- Engagement
LEARNING & EVOLVING ALONG THE WAY

Challenges

Checking in on teams and seeing a variance in progress

Teams copying chunks of previous reports

Folks on teams who “don’t know what to do”

Draft narrative that strays from a Standard

Opportunities

Bringing areas of concern to bear before the team visit

Working well with your ACCJC VP

Building morale and teamwork at your college

Creating a living document of quality assurance

“Institutionalizing” an accreditation mindset into the culture of your college
THANK YOU

Danny & Aeron

dpittaway@coastline.edu
azentner@coastline.edu

Coastline College